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• CW vs MacroBunch beam structure 

– Alex reported that we are buying high power couplers capable of CW operation in the event that 
CW operation is required.  Thus only additional RF power amplifiers would need to be added.   

– It is not yet clear if this is an advantage or disadvantage for BPMs.  Certainly, CW operation 
would eliminate the possibility of using single electronics boards for ion & electron 
measurements.  But, this would only strengthen the 700MHz electron beam position 
measurement. 

• Cathode Imaging 
– Proposal to add cathode imaging to Cornell Gun design via a penetrated mirror in laser entry 

port to image cathode along the path of the laser.  This depends on the useable aperture of the 
laser steering mirror that would also be used for imaging the cathode. 

• NMR Probe 
– Caylar reported in a video conference this morning that they are making good progress with 

their NMR-20 instrument and is measuring 166Gauss with +/-50mGauss noise at a 2.5 Hz 
measurement rate (400 msec sliding average window).  Their goal is a resolution of 20 mGuass. 

• BPM Testing 
– Rob H announced that test results have showed excellent rejection of the 700MHz electron 

signal while measuring the low frequency ion signal due to the use of the 10MHz diplexers (see 
slide 6). 

– Moreover, significant temperature dependance of the system shows the need for temperature 
controlled racks for the BPM electronics.  One long term drift has yet to be correlated with a 
cause. 

– More testing with 700MHz trains of short bursts is necessary to investigate suspected frequency 
dependance of electrical center of the buttons in the cube.  We are investigating faster 
picosecond pulses, 700MHz ARB’s and perhaps a properly matched Goubau Line or alternative 
structure for testing the button cubes. 

• ERL Profile Monitors 
– Joe explained during a discussion about the Ferrite modified chambers that we plan to move 

forward with totally new designs for the profile monitor chambers in order to match the beam 
line aperture and to correct for impedance. 

• Flying Wire Profile Monitors 
– We decided to move forward with requesting a serious quote for the procurement of TWO units 

from Cornell.  We may be fortunate enough that single macro bunch profile measurements of 
the beam are representative of the high power beam BUT the Flying Wire PM is the only 
instrument that can provide profile measurement during operation. 

• Longitudinal Phase Space Monitor 
– Kevin Mernick explained that a recent meeting was held where the parts of the commissioning 

beam line were assigned to people to work on, as follows.  Dmitry will present the beam line 
optics in a meeting next week.  BPMs and solenoids may need to be added. 

• Fast Kicker – KM, MMB, KSS 
• Internal Beam dump – JT, MMB 
• Transverse Deflecting Cavity – BX, JT, VV (Cornell) 
• YAG Screens, Cameras – TM 
• Other Diagnostics (BPMs?) – RM, RH 



• Energy Measurement - MM 
• Beamline Optics – DK, JK 
• Magnet Power Supplies – DB (I’ll at least clue Don in re: this minor side project) 
• Vacuum, Beamline Layout/Construction – JT 

• Electrostatic Energy Spectrometer 
– Peter is working on the preliminary design of the deflector that an ME will be assigned to work 

on to aid in developing a cost estimate.  I (Toby Miller) will work on estimating the YAG 
profile monitors and associated optics and scanning motion control for the beam line. 

• Recombination Monitor 
– Felix has a promising RHIC lattice that can produce ~8sigma of separation between Au+78 and 

Au+79 ions in dispersion bumps in the cold defocusing quads set up using the gamma t quads. 
– A Roman Pots style detector will need to be designed to move a detector into the dispersive 

space of the beam. 
– CERN is experimenting with installing beam loss monitors inside their crystats.  The results 

could be useful here in choosing a suitable detector. 
– Wolfram pointed out a US vendor of Diamond Detectors, Applied Diamond, Inc.  He also 

suggested considering new Plasma Radiation Detectors being introduced by Integrated Sensors, 
LLC 

– We discussed installing the double coincidence detectors for deuteron recombination detection 
as the detectors are outside of the vacuum.  The yellow detector in the IP should work well but 
the blue detector has lots of material impeding the signal and will require further simulation to 
determine its effectiveness. 

 


